
B OW E R S ’  F E L LOW S  &  A B OV E
M E M B E R  E V E N TS

  Winter/Spring
  2023

Presented in partnership with AIA, discover the truth of “Otzi”- 
how he lived and the mystery of how he may have died with Dr. 
Patrick Hunt. Learn about this perplexing high-altitude homicide 
case from 5,300 years ago and how due to remarkable preser-
vation scientists have been able to study and reconstruct much 
of Otzi’s late Neolithic to Early Copper Age life. VIP Meet & 
Greet to follow CD Signing.

Join Fresco Artisan Chocolate’s Founder and Chocolatier,  
Rob Anderson, to explore how cacao grown in different regions 
can produce a variety of chocolate with dramatically different 
flavors. Participants will taste and review 1-1.5g samples from 
7 different chocolates (which have collectively won a total of 
24 International awards)! This event is held in conjunction with 
Bowers’ 2023 “International Chocolate Festival.”  

*Limited tickets have been set aside for our Fellows Members. 
Watch your inbox for an upcoming invitation!

Join us for a Fellows VIP Trip to Norway and the  
Northern Lights. SOLD OUT!

Explore how historically “revolutionary” times lead to  
contemporary garments and why ancient motifs continue to  
appear in fashion today in a presentation by Dr. Colleen  
Darnell, Egyptologist, Vintage Fashion Aficionada, and  
Lynda Thomas Distinguished Lecturer.  Chapmpagne reception 
to follow book signing.

Learn Guo Pei’s “Language of Ornament” and gain insight on 
the beloved Couturier’s creations with Dr. Ellen Huang,  
Associate Professor of Art and Design Histories at the  
ArtCenter College of Design (Pasadena). Private VIP Reception 
to follow presentation.

Join Emmy Award-winning costume designer, Shelly Komarov 
for a discussion on the history of embroidery and her experi-
ence with the craft throughout her career in film and television. 
Intimate VIP reception to follow presentation.

February 
26, 2023
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4, 2023
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2023

April 
29, 2023

March 
26, 2023

March 
18, 2023

As a reminder, we take advantage of opportunities as they come our way, 
 dates and programs are subject to change!

Invitations and details will be sent to Bowers Museum Members at the Fellows level and above in advance of each event.  
Complimentary admission will be extended to attend all public programs held in conjunction 

 with VIP receptions unless otherwise noted.


